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Editorial 
 

When I took over the JP Editor’s role in late 2008, I 

made the commitment to increase the number of 

issues per year from 4 to 6.  There was no firm 

decision made about the number of pages per issue 

other than to try to keep to a 48-page minimum.  This 

frequency was easily adhered to because there was 

always plenty of material on hand every two months. 

 

However, things have gradually worsened to the 

point where we now wait until we have a minimum 

amount of material to make publishing worthwhile. 

 

This year the situation has become particularly dire, 

which is mainly due to two factors, a decrease in the 

number of sets of new stamps issued by Japan Post 

(believe it or not!), and a dearth in member 

contributions. 

 

We rely very much on our regular contributors, who 

sadly have become less and less in number over the 

years, but as I have often said in this column, 

contributions by other members are always welcome, 

even if it’s just a “Letter to the Editor” or a “Question 

and Answer” request. 
 

- Ron Casey 
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There will be an ISJP International 

ZOOM meeting on 7 August 2021. 

Please join us! 

Details are found on the back cover (page 72). 
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Visit of the Great White Fleet to Japan 1908: 

Program and Postcards 
 

by Anker Nielsen 

 
Introduction 

 

One of the well-known early Japanese LCDs (Large 

Commemorative Datestamps) was issued to honor the 

visit in 1908 of the American Fleet to Japan.  The LCD, 

numbered 16, is discussed at length on pages 31 and 32 

of ISJP Monograph 21, The Large Commemorative 

Datestamps of Japan, authored by Charles Swenson.  

The Great White Fleet was the popular nickname of 

this group of United States Navy battleships which 

completed a journey around the globe from 16 

December 1907 to 22 February 1909 by order of United 

States President Theodore Roosevelt.  The fleet’s 

mission was to make friendly courtesy visits to 

numerous countries while displaying new U.S. naval 

power to the world.  It consisted of 16 battleships 

divided into two squadrons, along with various escort 

vessels.  When the fleet arrived in Japan it was under 

the command of Rear Admiral Charles Stillman Sperry 

(1847-1911). 

 

A previous article published at JP 55/126-129 

discusses the fleet’s visit to Japan in October 1908 

including illustrations of an official envelope and two 

commemorative picture postcards issued by the 

Communication Ministry on 17 October.  The article 

also provides details about the various post offices 

where the LCD was authorized for use, and a list 

compiled in 1933 by Uenaka Sōtarō of 84 unofficial 

picture postcards honoring the fleet’s visit to Japan. 

 

The article also included discussion regarding the 

authorized dates of use of the LCD, citing the fact that 

a number of philatelic studies, including a 1939 book 

published by the Communications Ministry, illustrate 

an example with dates of “17-23 October 1908”, 

whereas all actual used examples of the LCD bear the 

dates “18-24 October 1908”.  The article further states 

(at JP 55/128) that the fleet “anchored off Yokohama 

on 18 October and left Japan on 25 October”. 

 

I have recently obtained some of the unofficial picture 

postcards mentioned in the previous JP article as well 

as a copy of the official program for the visit, dated 17-

24 October 1908 (in both English and Japanese).  This

proves that the original planned dates were 17-24 

October and that for some reason the schedule was put 

back a day to 18-25 October, probably due to a later 

arrival than originally planned. 

 

The program for the visit 
 

The official program of 30 pages is presented in both 

English and Japanese.  Opening it from one cover we 

have the English text (Figure 1) and opening from the 

reverse cover we have the Japanese text (Figure 2). 

 

In Figure 3 and Figure 4 I have illustrated the 

scheduled program for the first two days of the visit 

that included the welcome, receptions, and a special 

train to Nikkō.  When the US ships arrived, they were 

escorted into Tōkyō Bay by three Japanese destroyers, 

while on shore, school children sang “Hail Columbia” 

and the “Star-Spangled Banner.”  Japanese hospitality 

was indeed overflowing.  All flag officers of the fleet 

were accommodated at the Emperor’s Palace, while the 

ships’ captains occupied suites at Tōkyō’s elegant 

Imperial Hotel.  Junior officers were presented with 

railroad passes, and selected enlisted men were given 

free trolley car privileges.  For the entire period the 

fleet was in Japan, there was a constant round of 

celebrations, balls, and parties.  Admiral Tōgō of the 

Imperial Japanese Navy gave a garden party; Prime 

Minister Katsura hosted a formal ball; and 50,000 

Tōkyō citizens honored the fleet with a torchlight 

parade. 

 

If you want to read more about the scheduled details of 

the visit, all the pages of the program can be found as 

.pdf files on the English language pages of the 

www.ssjp.dk website.  Every day has many program 

points. 

 

Non-official picture postcards 
 

As mentioned above the previous article at JP 55/126-

129 includes information on a list compiled in 1933 by 

Uenaka Sōtarō of 84 unofficial picture postcards 

“honoring” the fleet’s visit to Japan.  The details of 

these cards do not mention whether they were produced
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 Figure 1 

Figure 2 

 Figure 3 

Figure 4 
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prior, during, or after the fleet’s visit, but some were 

obviously produced before the visit as they are 

recorded as having been given to members of the crew. 

 

A postcard (Figure 5) produced by the Tōkyō Railway 

Company shows tram cars decorated with Japanese and 

American flags.  It has only an English text and is dated 

“October 1908”.  On page 11 of the official program it 

is mentioned that men in uniform were able to travel 

free on the company’s lines in Tōkyō and Yokohama, 

as well as the line onwards from Tōkyō and Yokohama 

to Kamakura. 

 

The huge Mitsukoshi Department Store presented three 

different promotional postcards to each officer and one 

to the enlisted men.  On page 10 of the program it is 

mentioned that there was an invitation extended to 

Fleet personnel to see the company’s main store at 

Nihonbashi, at which there was an exhibition of 

Japanese works of art together with refreshments and 

entertainment scheduled from the 19th to the 23rd of 

October.  The picture side of the three postcards are 

illustrated in Figures 6-8. 

 

If we look on the back of these cards, illustrated in 

Figure 8a as an example, we see that they were all sent 

in the mail, not from Japan but from Hawaii.  They 

were all mailed at Lahaina, on the island of Maui, 

Hawaii, on 16 July 1908, i.e., 3 months before the visit 

to Japan.  How can this be? 

 

 

 Figure 8 

Figure 8a 
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If we look at the dates for the travel of the fleet we learn 

that it started the third leg of its world tour from San 

Francisco on 7 July 1908.  They were in Hawaii 

between 16 July and 22 July, from where they sailed to 

New Zealand, Australia and the Philippines before 

arriving at Yokohama on 18 October.  The result is that 

the fleet was in Hawaii on 16 July, where the cards 

were postmarked.  The conclusion is that the cards 

from Mitsukoshi must have been distributed when the 

fleet arrived in Hawaii and not when they arrived in 

Japan. 

 

This can be confirmed by looking at other used copies 

of these cards found on the Internet.  One had a 

handwritten “16/7” in its message and was postmarked 

at Honolulu on 20 July 1908.  Another had a 

handwritten date of “19/7” and was again postmarked 

at Honolulu on 20 July 1908.  It follows that the cards 

must have been distributed on July 16 in Hawaii, with 

some quick acting sailors managing to get cards mailed 

from Maui on that date. 

 

The Uenaka list of unofficial picture postcards also 

mentions two cards of the Naval protected cruiser 

Chitose produced under the sponsorship of the Dai 

Nippon Brewery Company.  This ship had been on a 

round-the-world voyage from 28 February to 16 

November 1907 accompanied by the armored cruiser 

Tsukuba.  Two postcards were made to publicize this 

voyage, and it is presumed (by their inclusion in 

Uenaka’s list) that any remaining cards were also 

distributed for the visit of the Great White Fleet.  Vice-

Admiral Ijuin Gorō (1852-1921), Commander in Chief 

of the 2nd Fleet, spent the voyage aboard the Chitose, 

which was captained by Yamaya Tanin (1866-1940).  

The Admiral’s photo appears on each of the cards 

(Figure 9 and Figure 10) and Captain Yamaya 

appears on one (Figure 10). 

Figure 9 

 Figure 10 
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Railway Ticket 
 

One intriguing entry in the Uenaka list is not a picture 

postcard, but two commemorative railway tickets, one 

of which is illustrated in Figure 11. 

 

These free tickets for the railways are described on 

page 11 of the official program.  They could be used in 

the following circumstances: 

 

For the officers: 

Between Yokohama and Shinbashi, 

Yokohama and Kōzu, Yokohama and Nikkō.  

There was a special train to Nikkō once every 

day during the visit. 

 

For the men: 

Between Yokohama and Tōkyō three times a 

day, and for 500 men daily between 

Yokohama and Kamakura or Fujisawa. 

 

 

 

Additional commemorative item 
 

Invitation to tea:  Figure 12 illustrates an invitation 

card to a reception at the Japan Tea Hall arranged by 

the Japan Central Tea Traders Association.  This 

invitation is mentioned on page 8 of the official 

program. 

 

Other commemorative cards 
 

I have looked for some of the other cards mentioned in 

the Uenaka list without success, probably as they have 

no English text to show that they are related to the visit 

of the Great White Fleet.  However, I have found at 

least one additional postcard honoring the visit pictured 

in Figure 13, showing Admiral Sperry “witnessing a 

Geisha performance at Yokohama”.  The next four 

cards (Figures 14-17) seem to also be in this category.  

They depict street scenes in Yokohama displaying 

Japanese and American flags, one of which 

(Figure 14) prominently depicts American sailors. 

 

 

 Figure 11  Figure 12 
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Figure 14 

Figure 16 

 Figure 13 

 Figure 15 
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1 As noted at JP 75/173,Theodore Roosevelt played a significant role 
in mediating the end of the war. 

 

 

 

 

 

I have also found picture postcards showing 

the Grand Hotel in Yokohama with flags, 

but I believe that they are from another 

occasion probably commemorating Japan’s 

victory in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-

05 as one card was sent before the visit of 

the American fleet.(1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Postscript from JP 55/126-129 article 
 

When I made mention in the second 

paragraph on page 40 of the two official 

picture postcards, I refrained from making 

further comment as the previous article 

published at JP 55/126-129 had provided a 

detailed description of them including 

illustrations.  However, one aspect that had 

been reported but not illustrated was the 

fact that each U.S. Navy officer was 

presented with ten sets of the two cards 

while each enlisted man received five sets. 

 

In addition it was mentioned that each of the 

cards in these presentation sets had been 

pre-stamped with the chrysanthemum 

series 4 sen definitive (JSCA/Sakura 109) 

paying the rate for sending a card to the 

USA.  Examples of unmailed cards can thus 

be found, one of which is depicted in 

Figure 18.  This not only illustrates the 

stamp on the address side of the card but 

also clearly shows the reverse of the 

embossed design of the card depicting the 

U.S.S. Connecticut, the fleet flagship 

(Figure 18a).  

 

 

 Figure 17 

 Figure 18 

 Figure 18a 
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2021.1.12 

Natural Landscapes 

Greetings Stamps 
 
This is a new type of greetings stamps issued by Japan Post, comprising photographs 
of attractive natural landscapes.  The issue consists of two sheets (67.5 x 187.0 mm) 
of self-adhesive stamps, each arranged in a 2 x 5 format.  One sheet comprises ten 
¥63 designs and the other ten ¥84 designs.  Overall responsibility for all 20 designs 
(25.0 x 25.0 mm) was undertaken by Kaifuchi Junko.  800,000 copies of the ¥63 sheet 
and 2,500,000 copies of the ¥84 sheet were printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan 
Printing Co.  
 
The titles of the designs do not appear on the stamps themselves, but in the margins 
of each sheet adjacent to their respective stamps.  The prefecture (in brackets) in 
which each landscape is located is also provided.  We have listed this information 
below together with the name of the photographer to which each design is attributed. 
 

¥63 Sheet 
    Design Subject Prefecture Photographer 

    1 Mitsukejima Sunrise Ishikawa Hamashita Ushio 
2 Kujūku Islands Angel Ladder Nagasaki Higuchi Kazuo 
3 Daigo Cherry Tree in Maniwa City Okayama Goshima Kenji 
4 Floral Raft in Hirosaki Park Aomori Kawashima Yoshio 
5 Ice bubbles and Frost Flowers in Lake Kussharo Hokkaidō Tazawa Junko 
6 Nōmizo Falls (also known as) Kameiwa Cave Chiba Takamuku Toshiki 
7 Whirlpool in the Naruto Strait Tokushima Uemura Yoshiharu 
8 Kiyotaki Frozen Waterfall Nagano Okada Mitsushi 
9 Rainstorm at Amaharashi Beach Toyama Nawate Hideki 

10 Susa Hornfels Yamaguchi Nawate Hideki 
Margin Okoshiki Coast Tidal Flats at Sunset Kumamoto Tanaka Hideaki 

 

¥84 Sheet 

    Design Subject Prefecture Photographer 

    1 Mt. Fuji and Cloud Iridescence Yamanashi Nakahashi Fujio 
2 Sea of Clouds at Takeda Castle Ruins Hyōgo Sumida Nobuaki 
3 Cherry Blossoms on Mt. Yoshino Nara Tanaka Hideaki 
4 Nemophila at Hitachi Seaside Park Ibaraki Nawate Hideki 
5 Frost-Covered Trees of Mt. Zaō Yamagata Mutō Mamoru 
6 Inazumi Underwater Cave Ōita Togashi Toshiyuki 
7 Humpback Whale blowing a rainbow Okinawa Okada Mitsushi 
8 Snowy Landscape in Okutama Tōkyō Shinkai Yoshio 
9 Shōdo Island Angel Road Kagawa Nishigaki Yoshitsugu 

10 Sunrise at Shishi-Iwa (Lion Rock) Mie Sumida Nobuaki 
Margin Evening Scene of Drift Ice on the Notsuke Peninsula Hokkaidō Okada Mitsushi 
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First-day post offices:  The officially designated first-
day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.  
Examples of the first-day pictorial datestamps are 
shown.  The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts 
Amaharashi Beach during a rainstorm, the subject of 
Design 9 in the ¥63 sheet. The unframed (machine) 
datestamp, right, shows the scene of Lion Rock at 
sunrise pictured in Design 10 of the ¥84 sheet. 
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2021.1.15 

“Moomin” Greetings Stamps 
 

This latest set of greeting stamps is the third(1) from Japan Post to feature characters from the Moomin franchise.  

The characters are the creation of Swedish-speaking Finnish novelist, illustrator, cartoonist, and children’s book 

author Tove Jansson (1914-2001).  She is principally known as the author of the Moomin books for children.  

Jansson created the Moomins, a family of trolls who are white, round and smooth in appearance, with large snouts 

that make them vaguely resemble a hippopotamus family. 
 

In common with the previous two sets this issue consists of two sheets of self-adhesive stamps, respectively 

comprising ten ¥63 and ten ¥84 designs.  The designs in the ¥63 sheet are all square in shape and measure 25.5 x 

25.5 mm, while those in the ¥84 sheet are also all square measuring 27.0 x 27.0 mm. 
 

A total of 1,000,000 of the ¥63 sheets and 3,300,000 of the ¥84 sheets were printed in six offset inks by Cartor 

Security Printing.  The designs were based on original artwork supplied by Moomin Characters Ltd., and the 

overall design and the layout of the 160.0 x 86.0 mm sheets were undertaken by Yoshikawa Ayumi.  The names 

of the characters are listed below as given in the English language versions of the Moomintroll books, rather than 

the original Swedish character names. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

¥63 sheet 
   Diagram Design Characters 

    

 

1 Snork Maiden & Mymble, Little My (in background) 

2 Little My, Moomin & the Snork Maiden 

3 Moominmamma, Moominpappa & Little My 

4 Moominmamma & Little My 

5 Snufkin, Little My & Moomin 

6 Moomin, Little My & Stinky 

7 Little My & Hattifatteners 

8 Little My 

9 Little My & Shadow 

10 Moominpappa, Little My & Moominmamma 

 

 
1 The previous sets were issued respectively on 2015.5.1 (see JP 70/215-216) and 2018.1.10 (see JP 73/60-61). 
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¥84 sheet 

   Diagram Design Characters 

    

 

1 Stinky & Sniff 

2 Little My 

3 Moominmamma & Too-Ticky 

4 Moominpappa 

5 Moominhouse 

6 Mymble 

7 Snufkin 

8 Moomin 

9 Snork Maiden 

10 Police Inspector 

 

First-day cancellations:  The officially designated 

first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and 

Nihonbashi.  The design of the framed (hand) 

datestamp, left, depicts the image of Moomin in Design 

8 of the ¥84 sheet, while the unframed (machine) 

datestamp, right, shows Little My, Moomin, and the 

Snork Maiden as they appear in Design 2 of the ¥63 

sheet. 

—————— 

 

2021.2.19 

Spring Greetings Stamps 
 

In common with previous years, the 2021 Spring Greetings issue consists of two sheets of self-adhesive stamps, 

this year respectively comprising six ¥63 and six ¥84 designs.  Each sheet (measuring 187.0 x 67.5 mm) of 10 

has its designs by Hoshiyama Ayaka arranged in the manner shown in the sheet format diagram, consisting of 2 

copies of Designs 1, 2, 4, and 5 in each sheet, and one copy of Designs 3 and 6.  All 12 designs are rectangular in 

shape with dimensions of 18.5 x 22.5 mm.  800,000 copies of the ¥63 sheet and 2,700,000 copies of the ¥84 sheet 

were printed in six gravure inks by the National Printing Bureau. 
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The design descriptions below do not appear anywhere on the stamp sheets, and have been sourced from the Japan 

Post announcement. 

 

¥63 sheet  ¥84 sheet 

   1 Sprouting  1 Tulips 

2 Poppies 2 Dandelions 

3 Rape blossoms [and bee] 3 Wisteria 

4 Strawberries 4 Pansies 

5 Rabbits 5 Small birds on a camellia 

6 Cat and butterfly 6 Dog and Cherry Blossoms 

 

 

 

First-day cancellations 

 

The officially designated first-day post offices were 

Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.  The framed (hand) 

datestamp, left, depicts the cat and butterfly in Design 

6 of the ¥63 sheet, while the unframed (machine) 

datestamp, right, shows a dog and cherry blossoms as 

depicted in Design 6 of the ¥84 sheet.  
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2021.1.18 

New Year Souvenir Sheet 
 
The principal availability of this souvenir sheet is its distribution as a New Year lottery 
prize.  However, since 2017, there has also been an official issue of this sheet.  In 2021 
this issue comprised 30,000 sheets, available only through online shopping at Japan 
Post’s “Kitte Shop”.  The date of issue was 2021.1.18. 
 
The sheet, in common with the precedent set in 2017, contains two stamp designs that 
are completely different from those in the New Year stamp issue reported in the 
December 2020 issue (JP 75/265).  The two designs (27.0 x 27.0 mm) have respective 
denominations of ¥63 and ¥84.  The ¥63 design depicts a tanchō (red-crowned crane), 
while the ¥84 design shows a kame (turtle).  In reference to 2021 being the year of the 
ox, a small drawing of a resting ox appears to the right of the ¥84 design. 
 
The sheet, priced at its face value of ¥147, was designed by Yoshikawa Ayumi and 

printed by Cartor Security Printing in 6 gravure inks.  Despite the fact that the two designs may appear to have 
the “perforations” usually associated with self-adhesive stamps, they are not separate stamps at all.  The whole 
sheet (70 x 80 mm) is in fact self-adhesive and the two designs are merely imprints on the sheet’s overall design. 
 

It’s a pity that the designer has gone to a lot of trouble to make the design of the sheet relevant to the subject, but 
then have it inadequately described in the Japan Post announcement.  Fortunately, we have Ken Bryson, an 
indispensable member of the JP publishing team to add some much-needed assistance.  Ken advises that the crane 
and turtle have long been symbols of longevity and happiness, and as such are appropriate design elements for 
most celebratory events.  They are especially auspicious at the New Year, as by custom the Japanese think of 
themselves as gaining another year of life at that time.  Ken adds that the entire sheet design represents an “Ōiri-

bukoro”, or “Full House Envelope”, which was used to distribute gifts to friends and staff at kabuki theaters 
when there was a hit performance with a full audience.  It is often copied for the envelopes used to give New 
Year’s presents (Otoshidama, the same name given to the annual New Year souvenir sheets) to children.  The 
white design is a stylization of the characters 大入大入大入大入 Ōiri (“Full”), suggesting that the envelope will be full of money. 
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The 20 cent Java definitive stamp 
(Dai Nippon Catalogue No. Jv-08) 

 

by J.R. van Nieuwkerk 

 

The 20-cent Java definitive was issued on 1 June 1943 

together with the 40 and 60 cent definitive stamps.  In 

the literature the issue date is sometimes reported as 

3 June.  That was the date the announcement of the new 

stamps appeared in the Asia Raya newspaper.  The 

announcement itself, however, is quite clear. 

 

 

 

Announcement in Asia Raya of 3 June 1943 

 

English translation 

 

NEW POSTAGE STAMPS 

 Since 1 June the post office has issued new postage 

stamps of 20, 40 and 60 cents. 

 The 20-cent stamp is grey in color and depicts a 

map of Java, whereas the 40 cent has a lilac color, and 

the 60 cent is in orange with a bird design. 

 

The stamp was designed by Dirk Rühl Jr., who also 

designed the 40 and 60 cent stamps.  It depicts a 

stylized Garuda with a map of Java.  Although 

described in catalogues as depicting a “map of Java 

with ornaments”, photos of the original designs by 

Rühl in the Ricardo collection in the Dutch National 

Archive show that it is a stylized Garuda.(1) 

 

 

 

 
1 Garuda is a part bird, part human mythical creature which appears 
in several religions, including Hinduism and Buddhism. Garuda is a 

Designs by D. Rühl 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chosen Design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There were two printings of the stamp, the first one on 

so-called American paper, which is thin and glossy.  

The second printing was on Padalarang paper which is 

dull and thicker.  Perhaps as a result of the paper, the 

stamps have slightly different colors; the first issue 

appears silver-grey, whereas the second issue has a 

definite olive-green tinge making it look olive grey.  

An early date for the second issue is 12 January 1945. 

 

 

 

 

protector and is seen as part of the state insignia of India, Thailand 
and Indonesia. 

Garuda with map of 
Java 

Stylized Garuda with 
map of Java 

Silver-grey, 
American paper 

Olive-grey, 
Padalarang paper 
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Plate Error 

 

The 20-cent definitive also features a plate error, 

described as a “Crater on West Java”.  Actually, the 

“crater” is not on West Java, but between Java and 

Sumatra, near the caldera Krakatoa.  This volcanic 

island exploded in 1883, an explosion so violent that it 

was heard more than 3,000 km away in Australia.  

Hence, I prefer the plate error description used by C.D. 

Ricardo, “Eruption of Krakatoa”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown below, the error is found on the first stamp 

in row 5 and occurs in both printings. The error in the 

second printing is known used from Semarang.  Surely 

the error in the first issue also exists used? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many thanks to S. Masuyama, M. Mellema, H. 

Miyake, and the Dutch National Archive for their 

contributions to this article.  

Silver-grey, 
Slawi, 

17 July 1943 

Olive-grey, 
Soerabaja-Simpang, 

12 January 1945 

“Eruption of Krakatoa” plate error 

Krakatoa: Row 5, Stamp1 
Silver-grey (above); Olive-grey (below) 
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2021.1.22 

Record of Nature Series, Set 1 
 

This is the first set of a new series titles “Record of Nature”.  Japan Post 
states that the aim of the series is to report on subjects with a natural origin 
from a scientific point of view.  This first set deals with precision paintings 
of plants. 
 
This issue consists of a sheet (160.0 x 86.0 mm) of self-adhesive stamps 
comprising ten ¥84 designs arranged in a slightly offset 5 x 2 formation.  
The designs (22.5 x 27.0 mm) are by Hoshiyama Ayaka, with supervisory 
advice provided by Igarashi Kōichi, a professor at the Ōsaka University of 
Arts.  The designs have been sourced from a collection housed at Yōmei 
Bunko, the historical archive located in Kyōto.  Two million copies of each 
design were printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co. 
 
The designs are described on page 57, numbered as they appear in the sheet 
layout diagram.  Note that on this occasion the designs are numbered from 
right to left across the sheet, rather than the customary left to right.  The 
names of the plants depicted in the designs are written only in kanji (Chinese 

characters), using a brush-stroke font; some of these names would very likely be incomprehensible to the average 
Japanese reader, as the kanji versions are now seldom encountered without accompanying kana (phonetic 
syllabary) text to show how they are to be pronounced. 
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Design Plant name Translation 

   1 Suisen Narcissus 

2 Kangiku Winter chrysanthemum 

3 Sumire Violet 

4 Shidekobushi Star magnolia 

5 Shunran Noble orchid 

6 Yōraku tsutsuji Yōraku azalea 

7 Kodemari Reeve’s spiraea 

8 Shaga Fringed iris 

9 Bosatsu bara Bosatsu rose 

10 Ajisai Hydrangea 
 

Sheet margin:  Narcissus, line drawing from “Kaboku shinsha (true depictions of 
flowers and trees)” in the Yōmei Bunko collection. 
 

First-day post offices:  The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō 
Central and Nihonbashi.  The framed (hand) datestamp, above, pictures the 
Narcissus, comprising elements from its depiction on both Design 1 and the sheet 
margin drawing.  The unframed (machine) datestamp, right, shows detail from the 
depiction of the Kangiku in Design 2. 
 

——— 
 

2021.2.3 

World of Astronomy Series, Set 4 
 

This is the fourth and last set in a series (シリーズシリーズシリーズシリーズ) titled 天体天体天体天体 (Tentai) which translates as “Heavenly Bodies”, 
but it is more convenient to refer to it as “The World of Astronomy”—as suggested by the English language 
phrase “Astronomical World” inscribed in small letters at the bottom of the stamp sheet.  To round off the stamp 
series Japan Post simultaneously issued a special stamp booklet that included a sheet of twenty-five ¥84 designs 
(further details on pages 58-59). 
 

This issue comprises ten ¥84 designs printed in sheets of 10 measuring 86.0 x 160.0 mm.  Overall design was 
undertaken by Maruyama Satoru based on photographs supplied by various Science Photo Libraries.  A total of 
3,000,000 copies of each design were printed using six offset inks and a hologram foil by the Toppan Printing 
Co.  Translations of the design inscriptions appear in the following table.  Additional information for some of 
them is provided in italics. 
 

Design Inscription Shape Size (mm) 

    1 Neutron star (conceptual image) Rectangle 21.5 x 25.5 
2 Black hole (conceptual image) Rectangle 25.5 x 21.5 
3 Oumuamua (conceptual image)(1) Rectangle 21.5 x 25.5 
4 Saturn (part of) and Mimas [a moon of Saturn] Irregular 44.0 x 32.0 
5 Arrokoth(2) Rectangle 25.5 x 21.5 
6 Rhea [a moon of Saturn] Oval 32.0 x 21.5 
7 Pluto Circle 32.0 diameter 
8 Uranus (part of) and Miranda [a moon of Uranus] Circle 32.0 diameter 
9 Neptune (part of) Oval 21.5 x 32.0 

10 Triton [a moon of Neptune] Oval 21.5 x 32.0 
 
 

 
1 First known interstellar object detected passing through the Solar System. 
2 Located in the Kuiper belt, the most distant object ever visited by a spacecraft. 
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Sheet Background 

 
Image of the universe, showing 
Barnard’s Loop (part), Titania 
(part) [moon of Uranus), and 
Charon [moon of Pluto]. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
First-day post offices 
 
The officially designated first-day post offices were 
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.  The framed (hand) 
datestamp shows the image Arrokoth depicted in 
Design 5 and the series logo.  The unframed (machine) 
datestamp depicts Pluto as it appears in Design 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Stamp Booklet 

 
As mentioned in the introduction on page 57, this final set of the series was accompanied by a stamp booklet, 
which measures 297 x 210 mm and was priced at ¥3,000.  It contains a 258.0 x 160.0 mm sheet of stamps that 
consists of twenty-five ¥84 designs (i.e., with a face value of ¥2,100), as illustrated on page 59(3).  Although all 
the subjects of the designs have been already depicted in one of the four sets of the series, there is no example of 
an exact duplicate of the original design.  A total of 20,000 booklets were printed by Joh. Enschedé Stamps. 
 
The table below the illustration of the sheet provides translations of the inscriptions on each design together with 
its characteristics.  In most cases more information about the subject of the design was published in our original 
report of the JP issue in which it appeared.  These can be accessed at JP 73/78-79 (Set 1), JP 74/79 (Set 2), 75/91 
(Set 3), and the first part of this article describing Set 4. 

 
3 A silver-colored metallic ink is used on the sheet.  Consequently, we cannot accurately reproduce it in this publication.  Almost all black 
areas on our picture of the sheet, including areas that seem to show a black grid, are printed in this silver-colored ink. 
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Design Inscription Shape 
Size 

(mm) 

Original 

Set 

     1 Sun (part of) Circle 32.0 x 32.0 Set 1 
 

JP 
73/78-79 

2 Hale-Bopp comet Oval 21.5 x 32.0 
3 Mercury Circle 32.0 x 32.0 
4 Venus Circle 32.0 x 32.0 
5 Earth Circle 43.0 x 43.0 

Set 2 
 

JP 
74/79 

6 Moon  Rectangle 21.5 x 25.5 
7 Mars Circle 32.0 x 32.0 
8 Ceres Oval 32.0 x 21.5 
9 Jupiter (part of) Circle 32.0 x 32.0 

10 Io Rectangle 25.5 x 21.5 
11 Europa Rectangle 21.5 x 25.5 
12 Thebe (conceptual image) & Amalthea (conceptual image) Rectangle 21.5 x 25.5 

Set 3 
 

JP 
75/91 

13 Ganymede Circle 32.0 x 32.0 
14 Callisto Circle 32.0 x 32.0 
15 Titan Rectangle 25.5 x 21.5 
16 Enceladus Oval 32.0 x 21.5 
17 Rhea Rectangle 25.5 x 21.5 

Set 4 
 

JP 
76/57-58 

18 Saturn (part of) & Mimas Circle 32.0 x 32.0 
19 Uranus (part of) Oval 21.5 x 32.0 
20 Titania Oval 21.5 x 32.0 
21 Miranda Oval 32.0 x 21.5 
22 Neptune (part of) Circle 32.0 x 32.0 
23 Triton Oval 32.0 x 21.5 
24 Pluto Rectangle 21.5 x 25.5 
25 Charon Rectangle 25.5 x 21.5 
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2021.3.9 

My Journey Stamp Series, Set 6 
 

The journey in Set 6 of this series encompasses the region of 
Tōhoku, which consists of the prefectures of Akita, Aomori, 
Fukushima. Iwate, Miyagi, and Yamagata.  Although a few of the 
designs may appear generic, they are all identifiable as scenes that 
relate to Tōhoku.  As was the case with the first five sets in this 
series, Japan Post has accompanied this issue with a limited-edition 
stamp and stationery set, which the announcement calls a “Letter 
Book”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are two sheets (67.5 x 187.0 mm) of self-adhesive stamps in 
this issue.  One comprises ten ¥63 designs and the other ten ¥84 
designs, arranged in a 2 x 5 pattern in their respective sheets.  
Overall design was undertaken by Kusuda Yūji based on 
photographs for some designs, or his own original artwork in the 
case of others.  Photographs used in the ¥63 sheet were supplied by 
Gotō Masami (Designs 1 and 10), Araki Kazunori (Design 2), and 
Kataoka Iwao (Design 8).  The photographs used in the ¥84 sheet 
were contributed by Miyamoto Takahiro (Design 1), Ōmori 
Michiaki (Design 2), Mutō Mamoru (Design 3), Nakamura Hisao 
(Design 6), and Imamura Yutaka (Designs 7 and 10). 
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¥63 sheet  ¥84 sheet 
     Shape Size, mm Design Shape Size, mm 

     rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 1 rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 
rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 2 rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 
rectangle 18.5 x 22.5 3 rectangle 18.5 x 22.5 
rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 4 irregular 19.5 x 23.5 
irregular 19.5 x 23.5 5 irregular 19.8 x 24.8 

circle 22.0 x 22.0 6 rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 
rectangle 18.5 x 22.5 7 rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 
rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 8 rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 
irregular 19.5 x 23.5 9 irregular 19.5 x 23.5 
rectangle 22.5 x 18.5 10 rectangle 18.5 x 24.0 

 
 
600,000 copies of the ¥63 sheet and 1,800,000 copies of the ¥84 sheet were printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan 
Printing Co.  The titles of the designs do not appear on the stamps themselves, but in the sheet’s margin to the left 
of the odd-numbered designs and to the right of the even-numbered designs. 
 

¥63 sheet 

 
 ¥63 Design 1 

Hirosaki Park 
 

The partially reconstructed Hirosaki Castle, originally constructed in 1611, is 
located in Hirosaki City, Aomori Prefecture.  The surrounding Hirosaki Park is 
famous for its 2,600 cherry trees, which attract large numbers of tourists in late 
April each year to view the cherry blossoms in full bloom. 
 

¥63 Design 2  

Lake Towada 
 

Lake Towada is a 60 sq km square-shaped double 
caldera lake that lies on the border between Aomori and Akita prefectures, and 
within the Towada-Hachimantai National Park.  The water in the lake does not 
freeze in winter, and the surrounding area is noted for its spring and autumn 
foliage. 

 ¥63 Design 3 

Kiritanpo 
 

Kiritanpo is a popular traditional food of the Akita Prefecture.  Freshly cooked rice is 
pounded into a stiff paste, which is formed into cylinders around Japanese cedar 
skewers and toasted over an open hearth.  Kiritanpo is delicious when eaten by itself or 
when added into nabe, a traditional Japanese hot pot dish. 
 

¥63 Design 4  

Namahage of Oga 

 
This design portrays two namahage from a custom of the same name, found 
widely in Japan under various other names but most famously observed in Akita’s 
Oga Peninsula.  On New Year’s Eve, young men wearing fierce-looking demon 
masks, straw capes, straw skirts and boots visit each house and ask in fierce voices 
whether there is a disobedient child or lazy person in the family.  The household 
head gives them rice wine and rice cakes and they move on to the next house. 
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 ¥63 Design 5 

Nambu iron ware 
 

Nambu tekki (Nambu iron ware) is a traditional craft product made in and around the 
cities of Morioka and Ōshū in Iwate Prefecture.  Since the abolition of feudalism in 
1868-1871, the iron ware makers of both centers have exchanged technologies and 
today their products are sufficiently similar to be known collectively as Nambu ware. 
 

¥63 Design 6  

Cherries 
 

Yamagata Prefecture is especially known for its cherries, accounting for 70% of 
the nation’s cherry production.  The principal variety of cherry grown in the 
prefecture is Satō-Nishiki, developed by a farmer named Satō Eisuke of Higashine 
City during the Taishō era (1912-1926).  In addition, the cherry is Yamagata’s 
prefectural tree. 

 ¥63 Design 7 
Beef tongue 

 
Sendai, the capital of Miyagi Prefecture and the largest city in the Tōhoku Region, is 
known for its variety of delicious foods.  One of these is gyūtan or “beef tongue”, 
known for its savory and juicy flavor.  The dish consists of pieces of thinly sliced beef 
tongue cooked over a charcoal grill. 
 

¥63 Design 8  

Matsushima 

 
Matsushima is the name of a group of 260 tiny, scenic pine-covered islands in 
Matsushima Bay, Miyagi Prefecture.  For centuries Matsushima has been called 
one of the Nihon sankei or Japan’s three most scenic spots. 

 
 ¥63 Design 9 

Akabeko 

 
Akabeko (“red cow”) is a traditional toy from the Aizu region of Fukushima Prefecture 
in the shape of a red cow with a bobbing head.  The toy is made from two pieces of 
papier-mâché-covered wood, shaped and painted to look like a red cow or ox.  It was 
inspired, according to legend, by a real cow that helped to build the temple Enzō-ji at 
Yanaizu in the Aizu region during the 9th century. 
 

¥63 Design 10  

Miharu Takizakura 

 
The subject of this stamp is an ancient weeping cherry tree located in Miharu, a 
town in central Fukushima Prefecture.  It is over 1,000 years old, classified as one 
of the five great cherry trees of Japan and one of the three giant cherry trees of 
Japan.  It was designated as a national treasure in 1922. 
 

¥63 Sheet Margin 

 
The top margin of the sheet depicts Hirosaki Castle on the left with Mt. Iwaki in the background at right.  The 
word 東北東北東北東北 (Tōhoku) appears together with a sprinkling of plum blossoms, a couple of apples, and the traveler 
who has appeared in previous sets of the series. 
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¥84 sheet 

 
 ¥84 Design 1 

Lake Inawashiro and Mt. Bandai 

 
This design depicts a familiar scenic view in Fukushima Prefecture, combining 
Lake Inawashiro with Mt. Bandai in the background.  Lake Inawashiro is the fourth 
largest lake in Japan, often called the “Heavenly Mirror Lake” for its reflections of 
the 1,819 m stratovolcano Mt. Bandai to its north. 
 

¥84 Design 2  

“Crane Castle” (Aizuwakamatsu City) 

 
The castle town of Wakamatsu in Fukushima Prefecture grew up around a castle 
initially built in 1384, which underwent later rebuilding and expansion.  Around 
the end of the 16th century, it acquired the name Tsurugajō (literally “Crane 
Castle”) due to its graceful white central tower.  It was also called Wakamatsu 
Castle, and since the city was renamed Aizuwakamatsu in 1955 it has been 
increasingly referred to as Aizuwakamatsu Castle. 

 
 ¥84 Design 3 

Sendai Castle Ruins, Equestrian statue of Date Masamune 

 
1n 1601, the feudal lord Date Masamune (1567-1636) began building Aoba Castle 
(subsequently also called Sendai Castle) in what is now Sendai City, Miyagi Prefecture.  
A modern equestrian statue of Masamune, with his crescent-crested helmet and 
distinctive body armor of black-lacquered steel, is located at the present ruins of the 
castle. 
 

¥84 Design 4  

Miyagi traditional kokeshi 

 
Kokeshi dolls are a traditional craft product of Miyagi Prefecture.  An interesting story 
about the differences and indeed rivalries between different kokeshi-producing regions 
in Miyagi can be found at JP 40/78-79. 

 
 ¥84 Design 5 

Shōgi pieces 

 
Shōgi (also known as Japanese chess) is a game played by everyone from children to 
professionals in Japan, more or less analogous to the western game of chess but with 
different rules and a different board.  The five-sided playing pieces have their names 
written on them, as can be seen on this stamp.  Tendō City in Yamagata Prefecture is 
famous for being the place where over 90% of Japan’s shōgi pieces are made. 
 

¥84 Design 6  

                          Bunshōkan (Yamagata Prefectural Local History Museum) 

 
The Bunshōkan is a building in Yamagata City that was constructed in 1916 in a 
Western neo-Renaissance style.  It is the former Yamagata Prefectural Office and 
has been designated as a National Important Cultural Property.  It now serves as a 
local history museum. 
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 ¥84 Design 7 

Jōdogahama 

 
Jōdogahama is a popular scenic beach located along the coast of Miyako Bay in 
Iwate Prefecture.  It is famous for its large white rock formations (shown on the 
stamp design).  The beach’s name is said to have originated in the 17th century 
during a visit by Reikyō, a Buddhist priest, who likened it to Gokuraku Jōdo, 
meaning Paradise (gokuraku) of the Buddha’s Pure Land (Jōdo). 
 

¥84 Design 8  

Wanko soba 

 
Wanko soba is a style of serving Japanese soba noodles that originated in the Iwate 
Prefecture, particularly in the cities of Morioka and Hanamaki.  The noodles are 
served in very small quantities with warm broth in a small bowl, which when empty 
is quickly followed by another noodle-filled bowl placed on the empty bowl.  This 
process continues until eventually a tall stack of empty noodle bowls appears in 
front of the diner, who must signal that no more is wanted by placing a lid on the 
last bowl. 

 
 ¥84 Design 9 

Akita Inu 

 
Akita Inu (literally “Akita dog”) is the largest of all the Japanese dog breeds, originally 
bred in the mountainous regions of what is now Akita Prefecture.  The Akita has been 
a popular subject of “Japonica” (stamps related to Japan issued by other nations) over 
the years, as a search through the JP Index will readily attest. 
 

¥84 Design 10   
Shirakami Mountains 

 
The design depicts a scene from a large beech forest in the Shirakami Mountains, a 
range that extends from Aomori Prefecture southwest into Akita Prefecture, covering 
an area of 130,000 hectares.  This includes 16,971 hectares (41,935 acres) of virgin 
beech trees which was inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1993. 
 

¥84 Sheet Margin 

 
The top margin of the sheet depicts a sightseeing boat on Lake Inawashiro with Mt. Bandai in the background.  
The word 東北東北東北東北 (Tōhoku) appears together with a sprinkling of plum blossoms and the image of the traveler.  The 
sightseeing or pleasure boat is one of two that regularly ply the waters of the lake.  The one that is illustrated is in 
the shape of a swan, while the other is in the shape of a turtle. 
 

Letter Book (Tōhoku) 

 
In common with the first five sets in this series, Japan Post has accompanied this issue with a “Letter book” 
comprising a sheet (67.5 x 187.0 mm) of 10 self-adhesive stamps designed by Kusuda Yūji, 8 sheets (four types) 
of stationery, 4 envelopes (two types), 4 postcards (two types), and two “transformation” postcards” (postcards 
shaped like their respective subjects). 
 
The stamp sheet was printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.  The titles of the designs do not appear 
on the stamps themselves, and the descriptions below are sourced from the Japan Post press release. 
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Letter Book sheet 
    Design Subject Shape Size, mm 

    1 Cherries irregular 24.0 x 25.2 
2 Nambu iron ware irregular 23.5 x 26.6 
3 Apples irregular 25.2 x 24.6 
4 Akabeko and Okiagari-kobōshi(1) irregular 24.5 x 27.1 
5 Akita inu irregular 24.8 x 26.5 
6 Kokeshi dolls irregular 21.6 x 36.4 

 
This time 12,000 letter sets were issued, which of 
course means that just 12,000 copies of this additional 
sheet of stamps were issued.  The sheet comprises 6 
different designs consisting of 2 copies each of 
Designs 1-4 arranged in a 2 x 4 format above one copy 
of each of Designs 5 and 6 arranged as a horizontal 
pair.  Designs 1 and 2 have denominations of ¥63, 
while Designs 3 and 4 have denominations of ¥84, and 
Designs 5 and 6 a value of ¥120,(2) giving a total face 
value of ¥828 for the 10 stamps.  The price of the letter 
set was ¥2,000, which constitutes a significant 
premium if you’re interested in obtaining only the 
stamp sheet. 

 
First-day post offices 
 
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central 
and Nihonbashi.  The framed (hand) datestamp, below left, shows 
the sightseeing boat on Lake Inawashiro with Mt. Bandai in the 
background depicted in the top margin of the ¥84 sheet, and the 
unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, illustrates Hirosaki 
Castle as it appears in the top margin of the ¥63 sheet. 

 
1 This design depicts an akebeko depicted in Design 9 of the ¥63 sheet and an 
okiagari-kobōshi, which is a traditional craft from Aizuwakamatsu City in Fukushima 
Prefecture.  Okiagari are dolls with a rounded and weighted bottom that cause them 
to return to an upright position when tilted.  More often referred to as roly-poly dolls 
in Western culture, okiagari means “to get up” (oki) and “rise” (agari).  Kobōshi 
translates as “little priest”. 
2 The three denominations respectively represent the standard domestic postcard 
rate (¥63), the standard domestic letter rate (¥84), and the non-standard domestic 
letter rate up to 50 g (¥120). 
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2021.3.12 

Nautical Charts in Japan 150th anniversary 
 

This stamp issue commemorates the 150th anniversary of nautical chart production in Japan.  A nautical chart is 

a graphic representation of a sea area and adjacent coastal regions.  Depending on the scale of the chart, it may 

show (amongst a number of possible features) depths of water and heights of land, as well as navigational hazards 

and locations of navigation aids.  The Japan Hydrographic Department (JHD), currently the Japan Hydrographic 

and Oceanic Department (JHOD) of the Japan Coast Guard, was established in 1871 as the organization 

responsible for chart production under the navy.  The JHD published its first navigational chart titled “Kamaishi 

Bay in Rikuchū” in 1872. 

 

This issue comprises five ¥84 designs (28.0 x 38.5 mm) by Kaifuchi Junko.  The designs were arranged in the 

sheets of 10 (168.0 x 120.5 mm) as five vertical pairs.  A total of 1 million copies of each design were printed in 

six offset inks by Joh. Enschedé Stamps. 

 

Although the titles of the designs do not appear on the individual stamps, descriptive information about each of 

them is printed in the lower sheet margin, adjacent to the lower stamp in each vertical pair.  In addition, the Japan 

Post announcement provided some basic information of what each design portrays. 
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 Design 1 

Nautical Chart Number 1 (Kamaishi Bay in Rikuchū) [part] 

and survey ship Kasuga 

 

As noted in the introduction above, the Japan Hydrographic Department (JHD) was 

established in 1871 as the organization responsible for chart production under the 

navy.  The JHD published its first navigational chart, titled “Kamaishi Bay in 

Rikuchū”,(1) in 1872.  The JHD was assisted in its efforts by the survey vessel Kasuga, 

a coal-fueled steamship.  The actual chart is pictured in the sheet background, with a 

small part depicted in Design 1 together with a drawing of the Kasuga. 

 

 

 

Design 2  

Multi-beam echo sounding survey by ship 

 

This design shows a survey ship using sound waves to measure water depths.  A sound 

wave beam is emitted from beneath the ship towards the bottom of the body of water 

being measured.  The beam is echoed back and the water depth is calculated by the 

round trip time.  Many water depths can be measured at once by emitting a multitude 

of beams.  This innovation was introduced in Japan in 1983 (Shōwa 58). 

 

 

 

 Design 3 

Implements 

(Sextant, Sounding lead, Station Pointer) 

 

This design depicts three different naval surveying tools in use from the early Meiji 

period and into the Shōwa period.  They were first used for this purpose in producing 

Nautical Chart No. 1, part of which is portrayed in the design background, the same 

part of the chart depicted in Design 1. 

 

 

 

 

Design 4  

Laser sounding survey by aircraft 

 

This design depicts a subsequent innovation to the multi-beam echo sounding survey 

by ship: the undertaking of a sounding survey by an aircraft using laser light.  The 

laser light captures the reflected light both on the surface and the bottom of the body 

of water being measured, enabling the water depth to be measured by calculating the 

difference between the two measurements.  This innovation was introduced in Japan 

in 2003 (Heisei 15). 

 

  

 
1 Rikuchū was the name of an old province that now consists of most of modern-day Iwate Prefecture and some of Akita Prefecture. 
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 Design 5 

Latest nautical chart of Kamaishi Bay (part) 

and large survey ship Heiyō 

 

By comparison with Design 1 that showed part of the first nautical chart of Kamaishi 

Bay published in 1872, this design shows the latest version of the Kamaishi Bay 

chart produced in 2020.  The bottom foreground depicts the Heiyō, the latest large-

scale survey vessel belonging to the Japan Hydrographic and Oceanic Department 

of the Japan Coast Guard, which is the only organization producing nautical charts 

in Japan.  The 103 m long Heiyō has a gross tonnage of about 4,000 tons and was 

commissioned on 29 January 2020. 

 

First-day post offices:  The officially designated first-

day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.  

Examples of the first-day datestamps are shown.  The 

framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts the three 

different survey tools appearing in Design 3 that were 

used to produce the first nautical chart published in 

1872.  The unframed (machine) datestamp, right, 

pictures the images of the Kasuga, the first survey 

vessel commissioned in 1871, and the Heiyō, the 

largest survey vessel in current use which was 

commissioned in 2020.  The datestamp shows the 

images of the two ships respectively depicted in 

Designs 1 and 5.  
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New Members: Collecting interest codes are found at JP 76/34 

 

6562 Milanta, Mr Massimo, Via Conca del Naviglio 9, 20123 Milano, Italy. Consultant. Japan a; as Z since 2020. [source: 
Internet] 

6563 Welch, Mr John, 10912 Maryland Ave N, Champlin MN 55316. Retired. Japan f, g; as Y since 2019. Member APS, 
Universal Ship Cancellation Society. [source: Northern Philatelic Society, Minneapolis MN] 

6564 Seymour, Mr Bill, 1008 E 10th St, The Dalles OR 97058. Retired. Japan a, b, c, h; as Y since 2021.  Member APS, 
AAPE, OSS. [source: Internet] 

6565 Mathieu, Mr Pascal, 375 rue Camille Delthil, 82000 Montauban, France. Japan a, b; Manchoukuo a; Occupied areas 
a; as Y. [source: Internet] 

 

FORMER MEMBER REJOINING THE SOCIETY 
 

6304 McGinnis, Mr James, 27222 N 92nd St, Scottsdale AZ 85262. Retired. Japan a, b; as X since 1999. 
 

Advertisements 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

SELLING & BUYING:  Japan and Ryukyus. Free price list on request. Want lists are welcome. If you have 

material to sell, please contact me. Selling lists on the Internet at www.BaxleyStamps.com. 

Phone: 575-437-8707. E-mail: gbaxley@netmdc.com. [ISJP 2771] 

George C. Baxley, P.O. Box 807, Alamogordo NM 88311 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

FOR SALE:  Japanese stamps, mihons and JSPA maximum cards (1923-1990).  https://myjapanstamps.com 

E-mail:  l.evans.de.violini@gmail.com      [ISJP 983] 

Lois M. Evans-de Violini, 1950 Patricia St, Oxnard, CA 93036-7729 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

ALWAYS BUYING JAPAN INCLUDING OCCUPATIONS AND RYUKYUS From classics to modern, all 

collections and offers welcome.  Contact me before sending.  APS since 1968, ASDA since 1974 equals over 53 

years of professional experience.  Email: FrankPGeigerSr@gmail.com [ISJP 4462] 

Frank P. Geiger, Sr., PO Box 3442, Pinehurst NC 28374.  Phone 787-689-6879 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

WANTED, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION CONGRESS SOUVENIR ALBUMS:  Note year, dedication if 

any, and condition. Compiling information for JP article, please send any information, photos of your holdings.  

E-mail: jsusman@neomed.edu  [ISJP 2269] 

Jeff Susman, 3463 Whitfield Avenue, Cincinnati OH 45220 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

WANTED, JAPAN OCCUPATION:  Stamps and covers of Burma, Malay States, etc.  Mint, LH. Ask for my 

want list - postage refund. [ISJP 6424] 

Larry Clement, 21793 Ocean Vista Drive, Laguna Beach CA 92651 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

WANTED -- Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban forgeries.  Will buy or trade for early (1871-1876) 

forgeries.       E-mail: sanfordensinger@gmail.com  [ISJP 1700] 

Sanford Ensinger, 77 Portsmouth Dr., Bella Vista AR 72715 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

FOR SALE, PRE-INDEPENDENCE OF INDONESIA: Overprints on Netherlands Indies and Japanese 

Occupation stamps and other issues. Visit: https://www.delcampe.net/en_US/collectibles/store/cvfil 

Carlos Vieiro           E-mail: cvfil@fibertel.com.ar         WhatsApp: +54 911 5713-1539  [ISJP 6378] 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

INFORMATION WANTED:  MANCHURIA LOCAL OVERPRINTS (MLO) 1945/6.  Colleague preparing 

new catalogue on this fascinating area and would like to discuss with other specialists.  Particularly interested in 

scans of covers verifying usage (please scan both sides). [ISJP 3731] 

E-mail: scheibert888@gmail.com (via Florian Eichhorn) 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

FOR SALE, JAPANESE PHILATELIC LITERATURE:  Thirteen all new items, including Garrett 

Occupations of Philippines, Shimomura and Barefoot Revenues, JSCA catalogues, and two specialized 

earthquake publications. 

E-mail:  dandow.umn@gmail.com         David Andow, St. Paul, MN [ISJP 4886]                                                                           
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
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Update: The “Underlined Years” 

Foreign Mail Roller Cancels of the 2007-2012 period 
 

by Alan Cowie 

 
In the February 2014 issue of Japanese Philately ISJP Director Anker Nielsen gave a most informative account 
(JP 69/18-21) of the underlining of the year in roman-letter foreign mail (FM) cancels during the period 2007 to 
2012 inclusive.  He listed all known FM Single Circle cancels, noting that they were withdrawn at the end of 
2012.  He invited readers to report other examples of underlined FM Single Circle cancels to him. 
 
In parallel with Professor Nielsen’s study, I reported (at JP 69/264-266) and listed the 40 Roller cancels with 
underlined year known at that time.  The continued search for FM Roller cancels showing the underlined year has 
now identified 63 which have now been added to the ISJP website lists of Foreign Mail postmarks.(1)  With the 
exception of the five C1 Types at the beginning of the new listing which have no included postcode, the cancels 
are listed in numerical order of their postcode.  The list includes those listed at JP 69/266 plus those more recently 
identified. 
 
The earliest and latest recorded examples within the authorized period (2007.10.1 to 2012.12.31) are:  
 
 
 
 
 
The earliest now known is 105 SHINBASHI (in 
Tōkyō) dated 31. X. 07, i.e., 31 October 2007.  This 
example, right, also includes an underlined FM Single 
Circle cancel applied on the same day. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The latest example now recorded is 530 
OSAKAHANKYUNAI dated 20. XII. 12.  A 
faint but discernible cancel on the partial cover, 
left, is an abbreviated form of OSAKA UMEDA 
HANKYU post office, i.e., the post office located 
in the 187 m tall Hankyu Tower building in the 
Umeda Ward of Ōsaka City.  It is inside (nai) the 
Ōsaka Umeda rail station on the Hankyu Rail Co. 
line. 
 

 
1 https://isjp.org/foreign-mail-postmarks/ 
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Other interesting examples include one from TAKADA dated 14. XII. 12. 
 
 
This is interesting because Takada as a 
place name exists in several prefectures 
but Professor Nielsen has compared his 
other listings and reports that TAKADA in 
Niigata Prefecture is found both as a FM 
Swordguard cancel and FM Single Circle 
cancel.  No other Takada is found in the 
other lists, so this one is presumed to also 
be from Niigata.  Takada had city status 
until merged and incorporated in Jōetsu 
City in 1971. 
 
 
 

 
 
Another cancel of interest is 225 AZAMINOEKI dated 27. XI. 12. 
 
 
 
 
 
This cancel was applied at the Azamino Rail Station 
(Azamino-eki) in Aoba, one of Yokohama’s wards in 
Kanagawa Prefecture.  The interesting aspect is that the 
post office is located within the station itself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Readers will note that I maintain the date format actually used in the Roller cancels, i.e., DD. MM. YY where the 
month is expressed in Roman numerals, i.e., XII for 12 (December) and not the Arabic system of numerals used 
for the day and year. 
 
A comparison with Professor Nielsen’s FM Single Circle postmark list shows that only 7 of these 63 FM Roller 
cancels are also recorded as Single Circle cancels.  Even though the numbers reported are small, I still find this a 
little surprising. 
 
I would very much appreciate if JP readers could notify me of any FM Roller cancels that they encounter.  To do 
so, simply email me at alancowie@talk21.com with details and scans if possible.  Reports of all FM Roller cancels 
are sought.  When reporting please specify if they have the year underlined.  Please also use BLOCK CAPITALS 
for the post office name.  All reports will be acknowledged and if new will be entered onto the ISJP website 
listing.  
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From the President’s Desk 

 

by Edwin Kawasaki 

 

The United States continues its recovery from the coronavirus as businesses 

are reopening, employment is rising, vaccinations are increasing, and 

restrictions are declining.  Stamp shows like the Great American Stamp Show 

in Chicago will take place in person this year.   This gives us the opportunity 

to meet other collectors, exhibit, and visit dealers.  This is indeed a relief after 

a long COVID hibernation. 

 

Japan, on the other hand, is still in a national emergency with no abatement of 

the pandemic.  Only about 2% of the population is protected by vaccination.  

Hospitals are overcrowded.  Travel to Japan is closed to visitors.  Philanippon 

2021 is still scheduled for 25-30 August in Yokohama, but it is not clear that 

Japan will be open to visitors by then.  Olympic organizers insist that the 

Games will take place as scheduled despite most Japanese citizens opposing the international event this year. 

 

The SESCAL Literature Exhibit of Articles will continue in 2021 as an online virtual competition.  The 2020 

Literature Exhibit attracted 26 articles including nine submissions about Japanese philately.  Check out last year’s 

Japan-related articles (JP 75/248-249) and learn how to submit articles.  Entries may be by authors, editors, 

publishers, sponsoring organizations, or webmasters.  Details can be found at: 

 

https://sescal.org/literature-exhibit/ 

(The ISJP will again pay the submission fee for our members.) 

 

The first international virtual ISJP meeting held on 17 November last year 

was a success, and the second meeting will be held on Saturday, 7 August 

2021, 9:00 AM Pacific Daylight Time (12:00 noon Eastern Daylight 

Time).  Our speakers will be: 

 

Zach Lawrence Yokohama Experimental Cancels 1878-1884 
Lois Evans-de Violini Identification of Early Japanese Forgeries - Part 2 
Ken Kamholz The Publishing of Japanese Philately 

 

For a link to the Zoom meeting, send an email request to president@isjp.org. 

 

Interested in starting a local chapter of like-minded Japanese stamp collectors?  Let me know and we can connect 

you with local ISJP members.  
 

———���——— 
 

New ISJP Director: Toni Lumsden 

 

As mentioned at JP 75/284, the election of Ed Kawasaki as President of ISJP resulted in a vacancy among the 

2019-2022 class of Directors.  We are pleased to announce that the Board of Governors has now elected Toni 

Lumsden to fill that vacancy. 

 

Toni joined ISJP in 2015 as number 6403.  She has been instrumental in providing graphics, primarily maps and 

logos, for inclusion in this publication, and has engaged in several additional research-oriented projects for us, 

especially the stamp image archive that contains images of almost all of the stamps issued by Japan. 

 

Welcome, Toni!  


